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VERTICALLY INTEGRATED
PROJECTS (VIP-GY)
VIP-GY 5000  Vertically Integrated Projects  (0 Credits)  
Typically offered Fall and Spring  
The Vertically Integrated Projects (VIP) courses are designed to allow
select students to participate in ongoing research, innovation, design,
and entrepreneurial projects within student teams, under the direction of
faculty from within Tandon, and other schools of NYU. There is a different
section for each project; the graduate VIP course and sections align with
the undergraduate VIP course sections. Students must apply to engage in
a specific project. Decisions on acceptance will be made each semester
by the faculty advisors for the project, in consultation with the VIP
Program Management. Students are expected to participate for at least
three semesters in a VIP course. Graduate students in 5000-level VIP
sections will utilize their strong foundations within their disciplines, will
pursue needed knowledge and skills, will make meaningful contributions
to the team, and will take on significant responsibilities in technical areas
and/or team leadership. | Prerequisites: Department & advisor approval
required.
Grading: Grad Poly Pass/Fail  
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes  
Prerequisites: Greater than 3.  

VIP-GY 5001  Vertically Integrated Projects  (1.5 Credits)  
Typically offered Fall and Spring  
The Vertically Integrated Projects (VIP) courses are designed to allow
select students to participate in ongoing research, innovation, design,
and entrepreneurial projects within student teams, under the direction of
faculty from within Tandon, and other schools of NYU. There is currently
an undergraduate version of the course (VIP-UY 300X) with different
sections for each project; the graduate VIP course and sections will
align with the existing undergraduate VIP course structure. Students
must apply to engage in a specific project. Decisions on acceptance
will be made each semester by the faculty advisors for the project, in
consultation with the VIP Program Management. Graduate students
in 5000-level VIP sections will utilize their strong foundations within
their disciplines, will pursue needed knowledge and skills, will make
meaningful contributions to the team, and will take on significant
responsibilities in technical areas and/or team leadership. Department &
advisor approval required.
Grading: Grad Poly Graded  
Repeatable for additional credit: Yes  
Prerequisites: Greater than 3.  


